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209 Fast Spare-Time Ways to Build Zero Cash into 7 Figures a Year in Real EstateJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
More fortunes are built in real estate on borrowed money than in any other business. And you can build your fortune in real estate using borrowed money too–if you follow the advice and tips in this book.
Whether you’re making your first foray into real estate investing or have invested for a number of years, 209 Fast Spare-Time Ways...
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How To Think Like Benjamin Graham and Invest Like Warren BuffettMcGraw-Hill, 2001
How to Think Like Benjamin Graham and Invest Like Warren Buffett wraps a lifetime of investing wisdom into one highly accessible package. An intelligent guide to analyzing and valuing investment targets, it tells investors what questions to ask, what answers to expect, and how to approach any stock as a skeptical, common-sense business...
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The Little Book of Bulletproof Investing: Do's and Don'ts to Protect Your Financial Life (Little Books. Big Profits)John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Investing do's and don'ts from some of the most recognizable voices in personal finance


	It's been a tough year for investors. Many have seen their retirement accounts dwindle dramatically and are looking for a safe way to protect what they have and make back some of what they've lost. That's why the bestselling...
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Taming the Money Sharks: 8 Super-Easy Stock Investment MaximsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Easy-to-follow guidelines from a pro for simplifying your investments, protecting yourself from the investment sharks and achieving financial freedom Drawing on his years as an investor for leading banks in the U.S. and Asia, Philip Cheng delivers down-to-earth strategies guaranteed to make you "shark-proof" while you optimize...
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The Marine Corps Way: Using Maneuver Warfare to Lead a Winning OrganizationMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Perhaps the preeminent conventional fighting force in the world, the United States Marine Corps owes much of its modern-day success to the adoption of a combat philosophy known as maneuver warfare. Maneuver warfare uses speed, surprise, and concentrated force to exploit an opponent’s weakness and enables the Marines to achieve maximum...
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Super Trader: Make Consistent Profits in Good and Bad MarketsMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	How do you transform yourself from mild-mannered investor to Super Trader? Think clearly. Plan accordingly. Commit completely. In other words, become a trader. And no one is better suited to help you make the transformation than legendary trading educator and author Van K. Tharp.


	Combining the sharp insight and technical...
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The Little Book That Beats the MarketJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
The best thing about this book—from which I intend to steal liberally for the next edition of The Only Investment Guide You’ll Ever Need—is that most people won’t believe ...
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The Elements of InvestingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	A timeless, easy-to-read guide on life-long investment principles that can help any investor succeed


	The Elements of Investing has a single-minded goal: to teach the principles of investing in the same pared-to-bone manner that Professor William Strunk Jr. once taught composition to students at Harvard, using his...
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The Elements of Investing: Easy Lessons for Every InvestorJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	An updated look at best rules of investing provided by two of the world's greatest financial thinkers


	In the updated edition of The Elements of Investing, authors Charles Ellis and Burton Malkiel—two of the world's greatest financial thinkers—have again combined their talents to produce a...
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Do More Faster: TechStars Lessons to Accelerate Your StartupJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Practical advice from some of today's top early stage investors and entrepreneurs


	TechStars is a mentorship-driven startup accelerator with operations in three U.S. cities. Once a year in each city, it funds about ten Internet startups with a small amount of capital and surrounds them with around fifty top Internet...
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Innovative Algorithms and Techniques in Automation, Industrial Electronics and TelecommunicationsSpringer, 2007
Innovative Algorithms and Techniques in Automation, Industrial Electronics and Telecommunications includes a set of rigorously reviewed world-class manuscripts addressing and detailing state-of-the-art research projects in the areas of Industrial Electronics, Technology & Automation, Telecommunications and Networking....
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Software Sizing, Estimation, and Risk Management: When Performance is Measured Performance ImprovesAuerbach Publications, 2006
Software Sizing, Estimation, and Risk Management: When Performance is Measured Performance Improves is a practical, hands-on discussion of the software estimation, planning, and control process.  This includes critical factors that impact estimates, methods for selecting and applying appropriate measures to projects, proper software sizing, and...
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